Pressure Washing Company in Fairhope Helps
Increase Home Values
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Softwasherz Pressure Washing, a company based in Fairhope, Alabama, has revealed that they have
been able to help increase the value of homes in Fairhope and surrounding areas. This is especially
true for homeowners who want to list their house for sale because home buyers will likely be attracted
to a house that is free from mold and mildew. On the other hand, they will likely turn away from
homes that are moldy and covered with stains and green gunk. The company offers a range of power
washing services in the Mobile areas to help get rid of grime and stains on all kinds of surfaces.
Pierce Parker, a spokesperson for Softwasherz Pressure Washing, says, “We can help you increase
the value of your home. Buyers will be more attracted to buy your house if it is free of mildew and
mold but won't even think twice about looking around if it is covered in green gunk. Rather than
thinking of professional pressure washing as an expense, think of hiring a company as an investment
for your house.”

He continues, “Power washing can clean the exterior surfaces of your house including the windows,
gutters, brick, siding, pool deck, and concrete. Whether you just want us to wash the siding of your
home or you need power washing for all the exterior surfaces, our team would be happy to help. Our
Mobile pressure washing team can also provide deck refinishing service when you need it.”
Pressure washing provides a safe and effective method for roof cleaning. With the soft wash roof
cleaning service from Softwasherz Pressure Washing, roof shingles will not be damaged nor would
there be any problems for a flat roof system. They can offer safe and effect roof cleaning services for
both residential and commercial buildings.
Aside from roof cleaning, pressure washing can also be used for driveway cleaning, patio cleaning,
deck cleaning, window cleaning, and commercial cleaning. It can be used to eliminate stubborn rust
stains and roof stains. Instead of using DIY stain removal techniques that can be dangerous, pressure
washing can offer a more effective and safer way of cleaning various surfaces in the home.

Meanwhile, they can also provide soft washing services, which has been found to be effective for
wide range of surfaces where bacteria and algae tend to grow. It should be noted that a certain kind
of bacterium produces the black streaks on roofs and it can also grow on concrete, brick, wood, tile,
aluminum, vinyl siding, and more. With soft washing, they apply a water-based biodegradable
compound that is able clean and sanitize the surface by breaking down dirt and grime; killing mold,
algae, mildew and bacteria; and eliminating bug nests and webs.
Soft washing may provide a better alternative to pressure washing because the latter can cause
erosion and strip away materials that might have been weakened or loosened up by aging or
decomposition. The proper time to use pressure washing is when the stains and dirt have been lifted
by treating them with a soft wash solution. Furthermore, soft washing actually treats the infestation.
This is essential because pressure washing will only remove the outer layer of the biomass, which
means that the bacteria and other microorganisms will multiply once again after the power washing
and cause those stains again only after a short while.
A common use for the power washing services offered by Softwasherz Pressure Washing is deck
cleaning and refinishing. They utilize a safe soft washing technique for deck cleaning that will not only
get rid of any algae, moss, and mildew but also prevent them from growing back for a longer period of
time. They will also provide a deck refinishing service that makes use of premium stains and sealers
that will provide long-lasting effects.
When in need of pressure washing Mobile AL homeowners and other property owners may want to
check out the Softwasherz Pressure Washing website, or contact them on the phone, or through
email.
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